New and Improved Sensor Labels

Industrial Scientific is pleased to introduce new sensor labels that allow distributors and users to quickly and easily identify key information. The new labels feature a revised layout which highlights critical information such as sensor gas type, date of manufacture, part/reorder number and serial number. The label also includes a color-coded instrument name for consistent identification. These labels will be used immediately in new instruments and replacement sensors for the Tango™ TX1, Ventis™ MX4, MX6 iBrid™ and GasBadge® Pro.

1. Color-coded instrument name
2. Sensor gas type
3. Date of manufacture (YYYY-MM)
4. Part number / Reorder number
5. Serial number
6. Industrial Scientific use only

For additional information, visit our website at www.indsci.com or contact your local Industrial Scientific representative. Global contact information can be found at www.indsci.com/offices.

Sincerely,

Scott Jubeck
Global Product Manager, Multi-Gas Solutions